Subject: VERY IMPORTANT: Daniel's Way Traffic Flow

PLEASE REVIEW and FOLLOW these traffic rules!
The SAFETY of YOUR students is our TOP priority, but we need YOUR HELP!


Understand that the “field” in the Daniel’s Way parking lot is blocked off with
barricades and cones because that ENTIRE area will be used for students, musical
instruments, guard equipment and props. To prevent damage to equipment and
“close calls” with our students, it is CRITICAL that vehicles do not drive on the
marked “field” until ALL STUDENTS have cleared the field.



When the field is set up on the parking lot, YOU MUST PARK IN A SPOT IN THE
SOUTH PART OF THE PARKING LOT PAST THE BARRIERS AND TRAFFIC
CONES designating the “field.” We must keep the western side of the lot (along the
fence) CLEAR for vehicle traffic. Do NOT wait or park in the spaces on the western
side of the lot unless you are FAR north of the traffic cones.



Do NOT park along the fence on the north side of the lot as this will block traffic
entering the traffic lane along the west side of the parking lot.



Do NOT block sidewalk ramps near the school building. Our percussionists use
the ramps to return equipment to the band room.



It is strongly recommended that you arrive 20 minutes BEFORE OR 10 minutes
AFTER the scheduled rehearsal end time. Doing so will eliminate traffic flow
through the “final run through” of the night. We encourage you to come early, park
and get out of your car to watch the show!



Please be PATIENT while the parking lot is being cleared. The rehearsal end time
is when the kids stop rehearsing. AFTERWARDS, they need to break down the field
and put away instruments, equipment and props - and that takes some time!



Remember to FOLLOW ALL TRAFFIC LAWS regarding handicapped spots, stop
signs, speed limits, etc.

These traffic rules are a result of some incidents that occurred last year. Our priority is
keeping our kids SAFE! We must set a precedent NOW for the safety of our students
for the duration of the marching season.

THANK YOU for your cooperation!

